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Annual Report from Braunton Academy  
Chair of Governors 2019-20 
  
 
 
 
As Chair of Governors for the Braunton Academy, I have pleasure in submitting this 
report to the Trust. This report covers the significant milestones, achievements and 
concerns for the academic year 2019-20. 
 
1. Context 
 
This has been a particularly challenging year for the entire education sector - including Braunton 
Academy. Covid-19 was an event which few could have predicted. This time last year, if you would have 
said that education would continue at the Academy but only 'virtually' and that children would be wearing 
face masks in school then you would have been considered a laughing stock!! But that is the new reality 
as we welcome back students after both 'lock down' and the summer break. Hopefully on return children 
will be quickly inducted in to the 'new normal' of school life - bubbles, hand sanitising, cleanliness 
regimes and adapted curriculum (such as non-contact sport and lessons sometimes out of specialist 
rooms). 
 
It has to be said that the school through Mick Cammack’s astute management has responded 
magnificently to the challenges - ensuring that children had meaningful education, that safeguarding was 
paramount for our vulnerable children and that staff worked safely when on site. 
 
The Academy continue to present itself as a confident place of learning. It provides clarity about what is 
acceptable behaviour and adults ensure that children have role models who provide a strong moral 
framework for the young people they work with. 
 
The school remains popular with its community (and further afield), with a small waiting list when the 
school reopens in the week beginning 7th September. 
 
As at 26.08.20 admission numbers are Yr 7 - 150, Yr 8 - 153, Yr 9 - 146, Yr 10 - 142 and Yr 11 - 154. 
This gives a net increase in student numbers of 10 over the same time last year. 
 
2. Academic Attainment 
 
Rather like last year (but for entirely different reasons) it is difficult to report on GCSE results with any 
degree of scientific accuracy. The Government took the belated decision to take centre-assessed grades 
(CAG) as the final outcome of student results. While in the 'old normal' the school was expecting a P8 of 
0.00, the results obtained by this year’s school leavers was +0.24. The school had taken Government 
guidelines and moderated in-school evidence with rigour and are confident that results will stand up to 
any form of scrutiny. It is likely that there may be up to 20 appeals to be managed by the school.  
 
3. Development Planning and progress on Key Priorities (2020-21) 
 
The Academy Development Plan continues to work on the three key priorities which are embedded into 
the work of all areas of the school and provide the judgements about individual Department progress 
(and provides measure to teachers - including the headteachers, performance review). 
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The priorities remain:- 
 

a. To further develop and embed metacognition and self-regulated learning across the academy. 
 

b.  To continue to close the gap between disadvantaged children (particularly Pupil Premium Pupils 
- PPP) and other pupils. 

 
c.  To further develop student character. 

 
....and a new priority which reflects the changed times we are living in:- 
 
d.  To establish/embed robust internal moderation processes in case we have a similar situation to 

this year and need to evidence pupil outcomes using course work/mock exams etc.. 
 
4. Governance 
 
Governors continue to work within portfolio groups - we have amended some of the remits and group 
titles in line with new OFSTED guidelines. The four groups are now called Leadership and Management, 
Behaviour and Attitudes (including Safeguarding), Quality of Education, and Finance and Estate.  At the 
start of each academic year we hold a full Governors’ Business Meeting to welcome new governors and 
adjust portfolio groups to ensure each has a balance of experience. This also allows governors to 
broaden their understanding of the workings across aspects of the school.  
 
As reported last year - the local schools formed themselves into the Braunton Learning Co-operative 
Trust. Early in the year, Headteachers set out a challenging action plan with the intention of bringing the 
benefits of collaborative working together for all the children of the schools they serve. Chairs of 
Governors also met. However,  the direction of the co-operative has slowed through the period of the 
pandemic. It will hopefully return and become a real force for driving educational outcome forward in the 
coming year. 
Internal to the academy - Governance remains strong, able to challenge and support the school with its 
outcomes and practices. Again,  with the retirement of a number of very experienced governors we have 
been able to recruit high quality replacements from within our community. 
 
5. Ofsted January 2020 
 

On 28/29th January 2020 we received an earlier than expected inspection took place. We were delighted 

with the outcome. The school remains 'good' across all categories.  Indeed, the HMI reported to the 

Principal that it was a very good ‘good’. To highlight a few comments from the report:- 

 ‘pupils and staff live out the school’s motto, ‘Aspire and Achieve’, well.  Pupils engage fully in the day-to-

day life of the school.  Teachers encourage pupils to experiment and ask questions. Pupils appreciate 

their teachers’ efforts.  They enjoy school’. 

'teachers use information about their pupils to plan new content' 

‘most pupil’s take responsibility for their own learning' 

‘students are well prepared for their future. They benefit from a wide range of opportunities in and out of 

school' 

'students across the school are making good progress.' 

...and about ourselves as trustee/governors we persuaded them that we ‘ provide strong support to the 

Principal whilst holding leaders to account by checking that the plans for improvement have a positive 

impact on the quality of education the pupils receive'. Praise indeed. 

And some comments on how the school, can further improve:- 

‘further work needed on detailed curriculum planning on lesson sequencing’. 
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‘to loosen the teaching to exams, specifically in English’. 

‘to concentrate on improving spelling specifically in KS3’. 
 
The staff are to be congratulated on maintaining and consistently improving the quality of education and, 
indeed, the whole broader school experience for our children.  
 
 
6. Finance  
 

The financial position of the school, as at 31st August 2020, is projected to be better than 
planned, although additional costs have been incurred to make the site Covid-19 secure.  This 
has been offset by savings on general running costs such as utilities, repairs, educational 
materials and staff positions not being backfilled. In addition, with the school not being available 
to outside Hirers during the summer break, the school have used this opportunity to invest in 
painting the Sports Hall, refurbishing the Dance Studio and sanding and finishing of the 
Granwood floor in Isaac Hall. 

 
Overall the Academy is projected to have an increase in both Restricted and Unrestricted 
reserves at the year end. 
 

 
7. Going Forward 
 
With so many plans being placed on hold due to Covid-19 the school will be picking up many of the 
elements of 'future proofing' from last year (with the obvious caveat that it will be Covid dependent!). As 
with last year, I give you a flavour of some of the work going on which will improve still further the life 
chances of our students:- 
 
 

a. To continue to refine the assessment and reporting processes - this is even more timely 
with new distanced ways of working (flexible schooling). 

 
b. To embed the workings of the management structure - (KS3 & 4) RSL and pupil premium 

champion. 
 

c. Enhancement of student care provision - house co-ordinators, attendance monitoring and 
learning mentoring. 

 

 
The academy continues to impact on raising the aspirations and outcomes of its students whatever their 
starting point. It is committed to building confident individuals ready for the ever changing adult world. 
 
As trustees we have so much to be proud of - and as always we are indebted to the work of Mick 
Cammack and his team for making Braunton Academy the  'go to'  school of North Devon. 
 

 
 

Mark Juby 
Chair of Governors and Trustees 

to Braunton Academy 
September 2020 

 


